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a b s t r a c t

Infrastructure systems such as power and water supplies make up the cornerstone of
modern society which is essential for the functioning of a society and its economy. They
become more and more interconnected and interdependent with the development of
scientific technology and social economy. Risk and vulnerability analysis of interdependent
infrastructures for security considerations has become an important subject, and some
achievements have been made in this area. Since different infrastructure systems have
different structural and functional properties, there is no universal all-encompassing
‘silver bullet solution’ to the problem of analyzing the vulnerability associated with
interdependent infrastructure systems. So a framework of analysis is required. This paper
takes the power and water systems of a major city in China as an example and develops a
framework for the analysis of the vulnerability of interdependent infrastructure systems.
Four interface design strategies based on distance, betweenness, degree, and clustering
coefficient are constructed. Then two types of vulnerability (long-term vulnerability
and focused vulnerability) are illustrated and analyzed. Finally, a method for ranking
critical components in interdependent infrastructures is given for protection purposes.
It is concluded that the framework proposed here is useful for vulnerability analysis of
interdependent systems and it will be helpful for the system owners to make better
decisions on infrastructure design and protection.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Critical infrastructure systems, which are often called lifeline systems, refer to the framework of systems comprising
identifiable industries, institutions, and distribution capabilities [1]. They provide a reliable flow of products and services
essential to the defense and economic security of society. They include but are not limited to electric power systems,
telecommunications, water supply systems, natural gas supply systems, and transportation systems, and they make up the
cornerstone of modern society. Infrastructures do not exist in isolation, but are interconnected with other infrastructures.
With the development of scientific technology and social economy, these infrastructure systems become increasingly
complicated and mutually dependent. Also more and more resources and information are needed to maintain their day-
to-day normal operation. Therefore the functions of one infrastructure and other infrastructures are mutually related.
Once the systems are disturbed by external or internal perturbations, disruptions of components from one system may
cause components in the other systems to fail, too. When some initial failures of components arise, they may trigger a
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recursive process of cascading failures that can damage the systems seriously [2]. Increasing interconnectivities among
critical infrastructure systems have made them more vulnerable than before [3–6].

Widespread loss of these systems can be very disruptive. They can cause great economic, social, and physical disruption,
amplifying negative consequences and affecting unforeseeable and haphazard sets of users. An example of infrastructure
disruption is the 2003 North America power grid blackouts. The event led to 50 million people being affected in at least ten
northeastern states and one Canadian province and caused about US$10 billion losses. Because of interdependences, most of
the physical and organizational infrastructureswere affected such as national security, health andwelfare, communications,
finance, transportation, food and water supplies, heating and cooling, computers and electronics, commercial enterprises,
and even entertainment and leisure. Another example is the 2008 South China snowstorms. The snowstormdisaster in South
China caused many infrastructure disruptions. Road, rail, aviation, electricity, water, transport, and other infrastructure
systems in this area lost most of their functions and some even collapsed. More seriously, due to the interdependence
between different infrastructures, what happened in one infrastructure affected the other systems directly and indirectly.
For example, the traffic which was influenced by the snowstorm further threatened the electric power infrastructure which
required coal fuel for its generators. Subsequently, rescue was delayed due to lack of adequate power resources and bad
traffic conditions. This then worsened key segments of the vital human services. The disaster led to billions of dollars of
losses, causing far-reaching security and reliability concerns. These examples illustrate that disruptions may exceed the
boundaries of a single infrastructure due to coupling, and may cause significant damage. So these lifeline systems must be
sufficiently reliable and governable to ensure that people living and working in these areas have access to most utility
services, further, to ‘‘protect the well-being of the population, functioning of government, and economic capabilities’’.
However, because of different coupling modes and unique failure propagation patterns, they respond differently to
disruptions. In view of the importance of infrastructure systems on social development, the influence of infrastructure
disruptions on social production, and economics, risk and vulnerability analyses of interdependent infrastructure systems
have become increasingly important.

2. Related studies

Research in this area has attracted much attention, and some achievements have been made. For a single infrastructure,
many researchers studied the reliability and vulnerability of such an infrastructure and the impact of random disturbance,
deliberate attack, and natural disasters on it. When there is little information about the operation of the infrastructure,
probabilistic risk analysis (PRA) methods have been developed for estimating and managing the infrastructure risk [7–9].
Then historical data combined with statistical learning theory has been developed by scholars to analyze and predict the
impact of natural disasters on infrastructure performance [10–12]. However, neither PRA nor statistical learning theory has
taken into account the infrastructure topology. Meanwhile, the impact of infrastructure layout on network performance
is not considered. When the system topology is available, network-based approaches can readily contain various scenario
disruptions, multiple hazards, component-level interventions, and reconfiguration.

Complex network approaches based on graph and network theory have subsequently been developed for modeling
infrastructures. Complex network theory has been developed in the last two decades and, given in-depth research, a lot
of valuable conclusions have been made. The theory has been applied to many research areas such as equipment systems,
environmental protection, industrial production, communications, control science systems, computer engineering, artificial
intelligence and infrastructure systems, amongst others. For infrastructure systems, graph and network theory has been
widely used to characterize their topology and layout features by taking advantage of closed-formexpressions andnumerical
simulations. Some researchers assess structural vulnerability against earthquakes and quantify uncertainty in seismic risk
assessment [13,14]. Wang and Rong [15] investigate cascadingfailures induced by the intentional edge attacks in the power
grid of the western United States. Water distribution systems are regarded as large sparse planar graphs with complex
network characteristics; Yazdan [16] studies the robustness of a water distribution network and proposes indicators to
quantify redundancy. Winkler et al. combine power network topology and a component fragility model to study how the
network topology affects the reliability of a power system under natural disasters [17]. Booker estimates cellular network
performance under hurricane events [18]. Other pertinent topological properties of electrical and other infrastructure
networks are also illustrated [19–25]. In all these studies, only a single non-interacting infrastructure is chosen for risk and
vulnerability analysis. However, as technology has advanced, infrastructure systems have become interconnectedwith each
other. With this increasing interdependence, failures may propagate between different infrastructure systems, exceeding
the boundaries of a single infrastructure. Therefore a risk and vulnerability analysis should not be undertaken in isolation.
Interdependent features of the infrastructure systems must be considered from a perspective of global analysis.

Risk and vulnerability analysis of interdependent infrastructure systems is a relatively new area. Although the United
States proposed the concept of infrastructure as early as 1997, it did not appear in the literature on the description of
interdependent infrastructure until 2001. Achievements prominently in this research area include those of threeUSNational
Laboratories (Sandia, Argonne, Los Alamos) and a research center (National Infrastructure Simulation and Analysis Center,
NISAC). Using network theory and system reliability, risk and vulnerability analyses of interdependent infrastructures are
then carried out. Recently, a breakthrough work about the performance of interdependent coupled networks has been
presented by Buldyrev et al. [2]. They demonstrate a cascade of failures using real-world data from a power network
and an Internet network, and develop a framework for understanding the robustness of interacting networks subject to
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cascading failures. Meanwhile, the critical threshold, which leads to a failure cascade and to a complete fragmentation of the
interdependent networks, is analysed. Dueñas-Osorio et al. [26,27] present a novel approach to model the interdependent
response of infrastructure networks under natural hazards and deliberate attacks. They make use of spatial proximity and
logical interactions to establish the density and degree of coupling between power and water systems in their model.
Svendsen and Wolthusen [28–31] develop a similar graph-theoreticapproach for modeling interdependent infrastructure
systems by enduing network nodes and arcs their functional attributes. Other aspects such as vulnerability and flow analysis,
failure propagation, and crisis evolution have also been studied [32–37]. Complex network theory is a classical and widely
implemented method, able to represent complex topology structures and provide both qualitative and quantitative results.
It provides an alternative to other modeling methods by being more physical component detailed. However, the approach
alone lacks the ability to capture complicated time-stepped behaviors of infrastructures and is unable tomodel event-driven
interaction [38]. So other modeling techniques have also been applied for interdependent infrastructures vulnerability
analysis.

The agent-based modeling (ABM) method [38–43] is another methodology that emerged in the early phase of modeling
infrastructure interdependence. It was employed to analyze the behavior of an infrastructure network and its associated
economic entity. In agent-based simulations, infrastructures aremodeled as complex adaptive systems composed of agents.
An agent is a singular piece of codewith a specific physical location, function, andmemory of past interactions and behaviors.
Different agents can be modeled at varying degrees of granularity based on the intended level of resolution modeling.

The object-oriented modeling (OOM) approach is an approach characterizing and analyzing the dynamic behavior of
infrastructure systems. It is a modification and evolution of ABM. Using OOM, behaviors at an individual level are defined
and the behavior at a global level emerges as a result of individuals, following their own behavior rules, each living together
and communicating with each other [44–46]. This model has been widely used in infrastructure interdependence studies.
However, it needs a better computer configuration to ensure a faster simulation speed and then to increase the complexity
of the simulation platform due to the large number of parameters.

Anothermethodology formodeling infrastructure interdependences is the input–outputmodel [47–54]. It was proposed
by Leontief in 1973. Later, this model was used to establish the relationships between economic sectors and to quantify the
correlation between various infrastructure networks. However, the interconnectedness is modeled among infrastructure
sectors without dealing with elements of each infrastructure. Interdependence is captured in a macro-perspective rather
than at a micro level. Although it is useful for vulnerability assessment, it would be difficult to extend this approach to
restoration activities.

High Level Architecture (HLA) [44,55] is a general architecture formodeling and simulating complex distributed systems.
Combining HLA and various modeling/simulation techniques in a distributed simulation environment leads to a hybrid

approach for interdependent infrastructure risk and vulnerability analysis. Such an approach was developed originally by
the US Department of National Defense, aiming at incorporating interoperability and modularity into long-term simulation
objectives. And itwas approved as an open standard by the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers in 2000. Since then
it has beenwidely implemented for the purpose of conducting research in the area of critical infrastructure interdependence.
However, implementing the hybrid approach for interdependence studies by adopting theHLA standard remains a challenge
for many scholars. Whether the HLA standard is able to fulfill the requirements of the desired model/simulation remains
unanswered.

Due to the complexity of interdependent infrastructure systems, vulnerability analysis is becoming more interdisci-
plinary and cross-institutional. Each of the modeling techniques above can be used for interdependence studies while all of
them have their own limitations and shortcomings. They are suitable for solving specific problems. In practice, there is no
‘silver bullet solution’ in this area. So a framework ofmethodology is necessary and needed to solve the problem of analyzing
the vulnerability of interdependent infrastructure systems.

3. A framework for the vulnerability analysis of interdependent infrastructure systems

Amethodical framework (Table 1) for the vulnerability analysis of interdependent infrastructure systems is described as
follows.

Phase 1 aims at reaching a clear definition of the terms and a mutual understanding of the system being studied.
The environment and the state of operation in which the infrastructures operate should be described. The infrastructure
environment is the framework in which the owners establish goals and objectives [56]. These factors are influenced by the
operating state and condition of each infrastructure.Meanwhile, the environment in turn exerts pressures on infrastructures.
Threats and types of system failure should also be studied. Critical infrastructures such as power and water systems often
suffer constant threat from various disasters. These threats include failures induced by natural disasters (e.g. earthquakes,
hurricanes, storms, ice), random failure (e.g. operation errors, aging, animals) and those induced by intentional disruption
(e.g. terrorist attacks). Due to interdependence between different infrastructures, the functions of infrastructure systems
are mutually affected. Failure in one infrastructure often propagates to other systems and sometimes even back to the
original infrastructure, making it more fragile to various kinds of disturbance. So we need to have a good understanding
of interdependences and interdependent system responses under different type of threat.

Task framing and the research agenda are identified in Phase 2. The most common objectives are risk and vulnerability
analyses. Meanwhile, risk mitigation measures, infrastructure protection, failure propagation, and interdependence
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Table 1
A framework for the vulnerability analysis of interdependent infrastructure systems.

modeling are considered. Terms such as risk, performance, and operating mechanisms should be understood for further
analysis. There are several methods for vulnerability analysis of infrastructures such as complex network approaches,
agent-based modeling techniques, the input–output model, statistical methods, and so on. When selecting the appropriate
approach, several factors should be considered, such as research goals, complexity of the model/simulation, and evaluated
scope.
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Then both long-term and focused vulnerability analyses are executed. In other words, vulnerabilities at a functional and
structural level are comprehensively analyzed and cross compared. The analyses capture different aspects of infrastructures.
To carry out an adequate performance analysis, discussion at a structural level will be helpful to design or improve the
infrastructures in the long run while analysis at a functional level will be useful in the short term. With respect to system
improvement, depending on the results obtained and related feedback, we need to identify critical components and critical
locations, and protect them primarily. Then options that would best improve the infrastructure performance should be
selected. Meanwhile, infrastructure mitigation strategies that ensure continuous functionality of systems, especially when
resources are limited, need to be determined. A protection agenda needs to be established for addressing additional
questions. Note that the work done in this paper only provides decision support for decision-making departments. The
final decision about actually implementing the proposals of improvement is left to the system owner and operator.

4. Case study

In this paper, the power and water systems of a major city in China are taken as example to analyze the vulnerability of
interdependent infrastructures. Power and water systems are selected because they share the same geopolitical boundaries
and can help to demonstrate the significance of interdependent effects. Meanwhile, infrastructures such aswater and power
are single-commodity systems,where resourcesmove fromsupply points, through a set of arcs andnodes, subject to capacity
constraints, and reach the demand points, in an optimal fashion [57]. While the main purpose of this paper is to give a
methodological framework for interdependent infrastructure vulnerability analysis, slight modifications of the systems are
made for security considerations (Fig. 1).

4.1. Development of adequate system understanding

First, we need to have an in-depth understanding of the systems to be researched. To better understand the structural
features of infrastructures, complex network and graph theory is adopted to extract the network topology. Each of the
infrastructure systems is defined as a collection of nodes and edges with commodities flowing from node to node along
paths in the system. Functional features and operationalmechanisms of each infrastructure are considered. Then terms such
as vulnerability and interdependence are identified and studied, and different disturbance modes that the infrastructure
systems may encounter are analyzed.

4.1.1. Definition of interdependent infrastructure systems
The reference systems for study in our paper are power and water systems. Taking into account the data acquisition, the

power grid considered in our paper is mainly composed of generators, 220 kV, 110 kV substation, the main distribution
stations as well as edges linking them. Water plants, compressor stations, distribution nodes, and pipelines are mainly
considered in the water systems. The power and water systems can be described as networks. For the power system,
generators, substations, and load points are represented by nodes, while electrical wires are represented by edges. As
for the water supply system, water plants, compressor stations, and distribution points are defined as nodes. Pipelines
linking them are considered to be edges. Let G = ⟨V , E, A⟩ represents an annotated, simple, and undirected graph, where
V = {1, 2, . . . ,N} is the set of nodes and E = {eij} is the set of edges. A = (aij)N×N represents the adjacent matrix of the
graph, with aij equal to 1 if there is an edge joining node i to node j and to 0 otherwise. The basic composition and topological
properties of the power and water networks are listed in Table 2.

In this section,we introduce the basic properties of the power andwater networks, and several parameters are introduced
to help us to understand the basic characteristics of the networks. As node degree is a good indicator of its topological
importance, we first determine the degree distribution of the systems. Fig. 2 displays the degree distribution of the power
and water networks to ‘classify’ the topology characteristic. The degree of a node is the number of edges the node is
connected to, which has further influence on the connectivity properties of the network. For the power network, most
of the nodes have fairly low degree: 67% of the node have degree less than or equal to 2. However, there are some high-
degree nodes. The water network has higher average node degree than the power network, but without high-degree
nodes.

Several other topological properties have been analyzed for the systems. The characteristic path lengths of the power
and water network are 8.247 and 6.338. Characteristic path length is the average length of the shortest path between any
two nodes which can be suggested as a measure of the interconnectedness of the network. Another metric measured on the
network is the average clustering coefficient. It describes the connectivity of the network at a local level. The value turns
out to be as small as 0.047 for the power network. It is bigger for the water network, with a value 0.1291, suggesting a
better connection of its neighborhood. As the main function of a power system is to transport power from generators to
consumers, a useful measure for the importance of a node is its betweenness. Suppose that power is routed through the
shortest path: the betweenness of a node is a substitution for howmuch power it is transmitting. Average betweenness 797
gives the average frequency of shortest path passing a node.
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Fig. 1. Geographical representation of the power grid and water systems of a major city in China.

Fig. 2. Degree distribution of the power and water networks.

4.1.2. Perspectives on vulnerability
Vulnerability analysis is one of the basic tools for interdependent infrastructure protection and risk management. The

analysis is related to attacks and disruptions. The meaning of the concept varies considerably between different disciplines
and evenwithin a particular discipline [58]. Johansson et al. illustrate two interpretations of the concept of vulnerability [59].
In the first interpretation, vulnerability is seen as a global system property that expresses the extent of adverse effects
caused by the occurrence of a specific hazardous event. In the second interpretation, vulnerability is used to describe a
system component or an aspect of the system. Three aspects of vulnerability (global vulnerability, critical components, and
critical geographical locations) are analyzed. In this paper, the reciprocal characteristic path lengths of the network are
used to measure network efficiency. When infrastructures are subjected to disturbance, the efficiencies decrease and their
vulnerability can be analyzed. Two aspects of infrastructure vulnerability are analyzed: long-term vulnerability and focused
vulnerability. Network topologies are taken into account for long-term vulnerability analysis while function and operational
mechanisms are considered for the focused vulnerability study. They capture the structural and functional characteristics
of infrastructures. Discussion at a structural level will be helpful to design or improve the infrastructures in the long run
while analysis at a functional level will be useful in the short term. Meanwhile, we propose a method to find the critical
components of the power network, i.e. nodes that are really crucial for the functioning and efficient connectedness of the
network. The critical components for both interdependent and independent cases are illustrated and compared.
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Table 2
General properties of the power and water networks.

Network N E G ⟨k⟩ C ⟨l⟩ B

Power 111 135 11 2.432 0.047 8.247 797
Water 71 105 7 2.845 0.1291 6.338 249

(N: Number of nodes, E: Number of edges, G: Number of generators, ⟨k⟩: The average degree, C: The average
clustering coefficient, ⟨l⟩: Characteristic path length, B: Nodes average betweenness).

4.1.3. Perspectives on interdependence
For the concept of infrastructure interdependence, we know that infrastructures do not exist in isolation. Especially

with the development of scientific technology and social economy, many infrastructure systems in our life are becoming
increasingly interconnected and interdependent. First, the issue of interdependence characterization for modeling
interdependent infrastructure systems will be addressed. There are different explanations of interdependence in the
literature, using different standards. Rinaldi et al. [56] consider the concept of interdependence as a bidirectional
relationship between two infrastructures and categorize four general types of interdependence: physical interdependence,
cyber interdependence, geographic interdependence, and logic interdependence. Six dimensions of interdependence are
analyzed. Meanwhile, Buldyrev et al. [2] also demonstrate a bidirectional dependence such that power stations depend
on communication elements for control and communication elements depend on power stations for electricity supply.
However, McDaniels et al. consider a unidirectional relationship between systems [60]. Earl et al. [57] have concluded that
there are five types of interrelationship between infrastructure systems, namely, input dependence, mutual dependence,
shared dependence, exclusive-or dependence, and co-located dependence. For Hausken [61], the relations between
infrastructures can be in parallel, in series, combined series–parallel, complex, k-out-of-n redundancy, independent,
interdependent, and dependent. Vespignani indicates that infrastructures show a large number of interdependences of
differing types [62]. In this paper, we consider infrastructure interdependence as a bidirectional relationship, and co-located
and mutual interdependences are considered here. The physical components of the power and water systems are situated
within a prescribed geographical region. The activities of one of the systems is dependent upon the activities of the other
infrastructure system, and vice versa.

To give themathematical representation of interdependence between the power andwater systems, some nomenclature
is first defined.

M: Collection of all infrastructure systems.
W : The water infrastructure system.
P: The power infrastructure system.
I (P,W ): Set of nodes in P upon which infrastructureW depends.
I(W , P): Set of nodes inW upon which infrastructure P depends.
O(P,W ): Set of all nodes in P upon which infrastructureW depends.
O (W , P): Set of all nodes inW upon which infrastructure P depends.

In this paper, we suppose that water compressor stations depend on a power supply to ensure their normal operation
while some water-based generators are driven by sufficient water supplies. Mathematically, |I(W , P)| = |O(P,W )| =

16 · |I (P,W )| = |O (W , P)| = 3. Let i ∈ I(W , P) denote a node in the water system which accepts the power input and
let j ∈ O(P,W ) denote a power node which provides supply to the water system. A simple mathematical representation of
interdependence d1 (i, j) for the dependence of the water node load on the power node load is given as

bw
i =


bw
i bpj ≠ 0

0 bpj = 0,
(1)

where bw
i is the load of node i inW while bpj is the load of node j in P , eij = 1 represent a link between the power node and

water node. Let s ∈ I (P,W ) denote a node in the power system which depends on the water system, and let t ∈ O (W , P)
denote a node in the water system upon which the power system depends. A simple interdependent function d2 (s, t) for
the dependence of the power node on the water node is given as

bps =


bps 0.75 ≤ bw

t /bw
t.o ≤ 1

0 0 ≤ bw
t /bw

t.o < 0.75,
(2)

where bps is the load of node s in P while bw
t is the load of node t inW , bw

t.o is the initial load of node t inW , and est = 1. We
can see from above that the two infrastructure systems affect each other sequentially and each eventually acts as a supply
and a demand infrastructure system as observed in practice.
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4.1.4. Perspectives on disturbances and attack strategies
Infrastructure systems operate in an environment subject to disruptions. These disruptions could be caused by hazards

such as equipment failure, vegetation (trees), animals, aging, fire, human errors, natural hazards, terrorism, and so on. These
types of hazard are divided into three categories here: random failure, deliberate hazards, and natural disasters. Random
hazard captures common failures resulting from operation errors, aging, animals, fire, weather, poormaintenance, incorrect
design, operating settings, or unintelligent attack. Intelligent attack such as terrorism belongs to the category deliberate
hazards. Deliberate attacks on key components of infrastructure systems may cause severe damage and great economic
loss. Sometimes they even cause the entire infrastructure system to go into a paralyzed state. Natural hazards such as
earthquakes, hurricanes, and debris are ‘‘infrequent and high-consequences hazards’’ [63]. They have very small occurrence
frequency but the economic loss and social impact that they can trigger are unimaginable. Usually they also need a long
recovery period.

In order to measure infrastructure network vulnerability, we test the impact of power failures on the whole interdepen-
dent system. The responses of the system under different disturbance vectors are considered. The first vector is random
failure, in which nodes are removed by random selection, with an equal failure probability for each node. The second vector
is deliberate attacks. Here, we consider two types of deliberate attack: degree-based attack and load-based (i.e. between-
ness) attack. For degree-based attack, disruption scenarios deliberately target the most connected nodes, i.e. the nodes are
removed in descending order of degree in the network. If some nodes happen to have the same degree, we randomly choose
one of them. Note that we periodically recalculate the degree after each removal, and select the nodes with highest degree
next. The degree of a node is a good indicator of its topological importance. This strategy represents a deliberate and intelli-
gent attack in which the attacker chooses to disable nodes with a large number of neighboring components. For load-based
attack, disruption scenarios deliberately target themost loaded nodes. This vector is used to approximate an attack on high-
load nodes, and it has been reported to result in disproportionately large failures. Meanwhile, after each selection the load
will be recalculated and the nodes with the highest load will be deleted next.

4.2. Task framing and research agenda

The power and water systems of a major city in China are taken as an example to analyze the vulnerability of interde-
pendent infrastructures. Both long-term and focused vulnerability analyses are considered. For the long-term vulnerability
analysis, infrastructure topologies are mainly discussed; for the focused vulnerability analysis, distinct operating mecha-
nisms of different infrastructure systems are utilized. They capture different aspects of infrastructures. Long-term vulner-
ability will be helpful to design or improve the infrastructures in the long run while focused analysis will be useful in the
short term. At the same time, different interface coupling design strategies based on features such as maximum degree,
maximum betweenness, maximum clustering coefficient, and minimum Euclidean distance are constructed. We test the
infrastructure response under different coupling modes to find the optimal strategy, and finally we give a method, based on
global efficiency variation, to find the key elements of the systems. These key components should be protected primarily for
safety considerations.

4.3. Long-term vulnerability analysis

To characterize long-term vulnerability we choose to investigate the network representation from a topological
perspective. Infrastructure topologies are the only information for long-term vulnerability analysis. We use this type
of vulnerability to give a methodological approach to comprehensively analyze the vulnerability of the networks, and
it can help us design infrastructure in the long run. The normalized network efficiency is utilized here relative to the
intact efficiency values, enabling relative comparisons across different disturbances. Meanwhile, for simplicity, we only
consider coupling modes based on Euclidean distances, i.e. linking water nodes to power nodes that are closest in terms of
geographical proximity. Fig. 3 illustrates the dependence of the normalized efficiencies of the power grid on the fraction
of nodes removed under three attack strategies. Network responses for both independent and interdependent cases are
illustrated for comparison purposes. The normalized network efficiency shown in Fig. 3 reveals that random removal will
cause less damage to the network than a high-betweenness-based attack and a high-degree-based attack. This is mainly
because the selection of high-degree connection nodes may cause larger system structural destruction. However, there
are no significant differences between the degree and betweenness strategies as functional characteristics and operating
mechanisms are not taken into account. In addition, we also find that in the case of interdependent situations the decline
in efficiency is greater than for independent ones, although they have the same efficiency drop orders for different attack
strategies. This is because damage in the power network affects the water systems because of interdependences and they
reach back to the originating network, making the power grid more fragile.

4.4. Focused vulnerability analysis

4.4.1. Interface topology design strategies
This section introduces a focused vulnerability analysis methodology for interdependent infrastructures that links the

functional modeling technique with different interface coupling modes. The interface design strategies introduced by
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the structural efficiency of the power grid on the fraction of nodes removed under three attack strategies for both independent and
interdependent cases.

Table 3
Interface coupling design strategies connecting water and electrical nodes.

Strategy Connection criterion Explanation

Betweenness maxi


B(pi)
dist(wj,pi)


∀j Link each water compressor node wj to electrical substation pi that is highly centralized

Clustering coefficient maxi


C(pi)
dist(wj,pi)


∀j Link each water compressor node wj to electrical substation pi that is locally well connected

Degree maxi


d(pi)
dist(wj,pi)


∀j Link each water compressor node wj to electrical substation pi with high degree

Winkler [64] are modified and adopted in this paper. Different interface construction criteria based on features such as
betweenness, clustering, vertex degree, and Euclidean distance are illustrated regarding their role in connecting utility
systems and propagating failures. One of the simplest and practical approaches is to link each water compressor node to
the electrical substation that is closest in terms of geographical proximity via squared Euclidean distance. In addition to
this Euclidean distance design strategy, betweenness, clustering, and vertex degree coupling strategies that simultaneously
maximize each topological indicator and minimize the distance between the power and water nodes are illustrated below.
Meanwhile, for economic feasibility, we link the power generators to the water load nodes in terms of geographical
proximity (Table 3).

4.4.2. Provision of modeling techniques for power and water systems
For a power network, the load of a node is the power it sustains, and a lot of models have been given for blackout

and cascading failure studies [65–68]. In this paper, a power model based on that of Motter [65] is used to describe the
transport of electrical flow in the network. In this model, suppose that the flow is exchanged between every pair of nodes
and transmitted along the shortest path connecting them. The load of a node is then defined as the betweenness of the node.
Each node has a capacity, which is the maximum flow that the node can handle. Failures in one node create a transient, and
cause the power flow in the network to be redistributed according to load laws. We assume that the capacity Cj of node j is
proportional to its initial load Lj. Cj = (1+α)Lj, where the constant α is the tolerance parameter, chosen as 0.5 in our study.
Failures in the nodes, in general, change the distribution of shortest paths. Then, the load at a particular nodewill change. If it
increases and exceeds the capacity limits, the corresponding node fails. Any failure leads to a new redistribution of loads and,
as a result, opens the door to the occurrence of cascading failure. This model considers the functional regimes of the power
systems and represents cascading blackouts caused by overloads and outages, and is used to produce blackout statistics.
Also it captures loads redistribution bymeans of node betweenness. As for the water supply system, it is composed of water
plants, compressor stations, distribution nodes, and water pipelines linking them. The water pipelines are all considered
to be the same in our study, namely we ignore the differences of edge capacities and physical construction characteristics
of transmission pipelines. A generalized betweenness centrality model is utilized here for modeling water supply systems.
Consider the water supply network GW = (VW , EW ) with node set VW and link set EW . Let TK ,L be the flow from source
subgraph (VK , EK ) to sink subgraph (VL, EL). The generalized betweenness centrality of eij ∈ EW is defined as

Gij =


s∈Vk
t∈VL

TK ,L

|VK | |VL|

σs,t(eij)
σs,t

, (3)
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Fig. 4. Dependence of the functional efficiency of the power grid on the fraction of nodes removed under the distance-based construction strategy.

where eij ∈ EW , σs,t is the number of shortest paths from node s to node t , and σs,t(eij) is the number of these paths passing
through link eij. Denote bw

j to be the decision variable designating the flow of node j. The mathematical formulation of the
flow in j is given as

bw
j =


i

Gij −

m

Gjm. (4)

The simulation process is conducted as follows. When the power node is attacked and removed, the power flows in the
network will be redistributed according to the functional model. If the load of a power node exceeds its maximum capacity,
the node fails operationally and will be removed. This will be carried out until the power network reaches the steady state.
Then if thewater nodes cannot get sufficient power supply to ensure their normal operation, due to the power nodes linking
them being destroyed, they will be removed. Next, the flows in the water network will be redistributed according to the
generalized betweenness centrality model. When the water node for power production cannot supply sufficient water, the
corresponding water-based generator will be removed and the power flow will be redistributed again. When the network
reaches equilibriumwe continue to attack the component according to the attack strategies illustrated above until thewhole
network collapses.

4.4.3. Simulation analysis
Fig. 4 illustrates the dependence of the functional level efficiencies on the fraction of nodes removed under three attack

strategies. The network responses for both independent and interdependent cases are considered for comparison. Here
interface designs based on Euclidean distances are illustrated as examples.When the power nodes are selected and removed,
the loads of the nodes are redistributed. The load at a node can then be changed. If it increases and exceeds the capacity
threshold, the corresponding node fails. This may cause the water nodes to not receive enough power supply and to disrupt,
leading to a redistribution of flows in the water system. Then if the water-based generator cannot receive enough water it
will be closed, causing a new performance loss. It is illustrated that the power network suffers large normalized efficiency
declines as the fraction of nodes removed increases. Meanwhile, it is obviously observed from the figure that the efficiency
decline of the interdependent network is larger than the efficiency declines in the independent cases, and different attack
strategies have different impact strengths on the network performance. The normalized network efficiency shown in Fig. 4
reveals that the random removal of nodes will cause less damage to the network than a betweenness-based attack and a
degree-based attack. The betweenness-based attack causes the largest performance losses. This is mainly because the high-
degree and high-betweenness nodes usually bear more loads. When these nodes with high loads are attacked and removed,
other nodes are assigned more loads, which may exceed their maximum capacity and cause more performance loss.

Network responses under different interface construction strategies and attack strategies are illustrated in Fig. 5. Design
strategies based on distance, clustering coefficient, degree, and betweenness are considered. The distance-based coupling
strategy (i.e. link water demand nodes to power supply nodes that are closest in terms of geographical proximity) is the
simplest andmost practical method which mainly stems from economic considerations. It does not take system connection
information into consideration due to its emphasis on geographical closeness and associated costs. We can see from the
figure that the distance-based coupling modes have low efficiency change trends under deliberate attacks but are rather
vulnerable to random attacks. The betweenness-based coupling strategy links water nodes to power substations that
maximize the ratio of node betweenness and distance. It is constructed for the purpose of selecting power stationswith high
load. Meanwhile, the clustering coupling strategy maximizes the topological criteria clustering coefficient and minimizes
the distance between the power andwater nodes. This strategy ensures local power supply redundancy. These two strategies
both have relatively good performance, and the betweenness-based strategies have better tolerance to random events. This
is because the strategy based on betweenness contains both topological and functional information of the power load nodes;
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the dependence of the functional efficiency of the power grid on the fraction of nodes removed for different coupling strategies.

Table 4
The five most vulnerable nodes for both interdependent and independent cases.
Node index with independent networks Node index with interdependent networks
4, 12, 21, 85, 99 4, 21, 31, 85, 99

it is highly efficient to minimize the cascading failure effects yielding highly effective topologies that are easy to operate in
practice, but theymay not be feasible given economic considerations. The degree-based strategy selects substations that are
highly connected, reflecting the engineering practice of linking water demand nodes to available high distribution capacity
substations. They have intermediate efficiency drops for random disturbance.

4.5. Identification of critical infrastructure components

In this section,we propose amethod to find the critical components of the power network, i.e. nodes that are really crucial
for the functioning and efficient connectedness of the network; key elements of both interdependent and independent cases
are illustrated and compared. When some nodes lose their function due to failures, there will be a variation in the network
performance. We evaluate the importance of an element by considering the drop in the network’s performance. Here, a
vulnerability indicator for the analysis of the most vulnerable components is defined in terms of the degradation in the
global safety efficiency of the network due to the disconnection.

V ∗
=

Sglob(G) − Sglob(G∗)

Sglob(G)
(5)

Sglob(G) =


i≠j∈G

εij

N(N − 1)
=


i≠j∈G

1/dij

N(N − 1)
, (6)

where G∗ is the new graph resulting from G. We utilize the method above to evaluate the importance of an element in the
network. By considering variations in the network’s performance, critical components of the infrastructure networks are
found and extracted. Such elements are the ones for primary protection. Themethod, used as an improvement analysis, will
be not only helpful to protect the key elements but also useful to better shape a planned expansion of networks.

By considering the variation in the network’s performance we can get the critical components of the networks. The five
most critical nodes for both interdependent and independent cases are displayed in Table 4. Note that, for the purpose of
simplicity, we just consider the interdependent networks constructed based on distance criteria for identification of the
critical infrastructure components. We find that the key nodes for independent cases are those with high loads and high
numbers of connections. This is mainly due to the functional characteristic of the network. There is a slight difference for
interdependent cases: node 31 appears instead of node 12. These nodes are the targets to protect for normal operation.
Although the method illustrated above just considers a global efficiency decline, these nodes can help to better protect the
network. To ensure the reliability, these nodes should be conceived with more safety considerations.

5. Conclusion

This research attempts to present a framework to analyze the vulnerability of interdependent infrastructure systems.
The power and water systems of a major city in China are chosen as an example for vulnerability analysis. The framework
illustrated in our paper can help to better shape a planned expansion of the network. A number of actions should be taken to
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reduce the impact of the network’s weaknesses on its vulnerability, and these actions might be useful for helping the design
of critical infrastructure systems.

Of course, due to the complexity of the operation mechanism of actual systems, the models shown here are just a
simplification of what happens in real interdependent systems. Several model refinements need to be further developed
if sufficient data and related information are acquired.

1. The restoration process is not taken into account in this study. If some additional data, such as mean time to repair and
the recovery process, becomes available, then a better model can be used as the objective function. Also there is still a
need for instruments for the analysis of the network’s dynamic functionality.

2. When backup support (redundancy) is considered during the interface topology design, a mitigation model can be
combined into the proposed design approach; the results in this study do not take redundancy or mitigation into
account. The interdependences between two infrastructures are more complicated in reality. There are many types of
interdependence among infrastructure systems in practical cases. The cases considered in our study serve merely as an
example of all types of interdependence.

3. In this study, the power and water systems of a major city in China are taken as a example to analyze the vulnerability of
interdependent infrastructures. They are selected because they share the same geopolitical boundaries and are single-
commodity systems. Meanwhile, multi-level infrastructure systems with different operating mechanisms should be
illustrated for further analysis. All these will be studied in detail in our future research.

Summing up, this paper illustrates a framework to analyze the vulnerability of interdependent infrastructure systems.
Although the work is methodological in nature, it shows the practical relevance of that approach in the analysis of
interdependent infrastructure systems. With this method we are able to understand the performance of infrastructures
under different attack strategies for various coupling modes, and to identify the key elements of infrastructure systems. The
method can help to better shape an expansion of the network. Using the results of the research, critical infrastructure owners
and emergency response officials could model different event scenarios and assess their impact on the services provided.
Preparedness strategies could be formulated and evaluated to prevent disasters.
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